Abstract This paper places its attention on a familiar phenomena: that code metrics such as lines of code are extremely context dependent and their distribution differs from project to project. We apply visual inspection, as well as statistical reasoning and testing, to show that such metric values are so sensitive to context, that their measurement in one project offers little prediction regarding their measurement in another project.
1. Introduction of the similarity measure.
2. Demonstration that context bias exists for all code metrics in our suite.
3. Definition of rank-normalization and showing that it eliminates context bias in the majority of metrics. 4 . Showing that context bias is largely about shifting (with the negative of the mean) and scaling (by the standard deviation), though not of the metric itself, but its logarithm.
5. Finding that the common theme of those metrics that we could normalize is a small variety of metric values, as measured by its information-theoretic entropy.
Readers may also find the method that we use for statistical analysis to be of value: Recall that a major limitation of any statistical test is that it can be used for rejecting a hypothesis (the null-hypothesis in the respective lingo) but it never yields a result which confirms a hypothesis. In this work, we overcome this predicament by applying a test not to just one data instance but rather to an ensemble of these. Suppose that the test fails to reject the null hypothesis in the majority of the ensemble. Then, we may be convinced that the null hypothesis is true. Such inference requires caution, e.g., it is required that each of the instances is sufficiently large that the null hypothesis is unlikely to be rejected due to statistical noise.
Outline. The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Destined for readers interested in furthering their understanding of the background of this work Sect. 3 is concerned with delicate issues of statistical inference raised in comparing the current work with that of Zhang et al. The body of the paper begins with Sect. 4 which describes the dataset and the twenty-six projects constituting it. Sect. 5 enumerates the code metrics employed in this study. Some visual evidence to the context bias of metrics is presented in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, the main section of this article, we apply statistical tests and reasoning to substantiate the claims made above. This section also presents a novel technique for statistical analysis, the similarity measure, for estimating the number of distinct distributions that a metric follows.
Threats to the validity of our results are discussed in Sect. 8. Sect. 9 concludes.
Related Work
This paper is concerned with the question of extrapolation from one software project to another. As might be expected, this question intrigued many others in the research community. This section visits a number (but naturally not all) of research works revolving around this topic.
Alves, Ypma and Visser, in a publication entitled "Deriving metric thresholds from benchmark data" [7] , propose thresholds to metrics; values that exceed these thresholds trigger an alarm for more careful, manual, inspection. The authors acknowledge that the distributions of the same metric in distinct project might be vastly different, and meet this challenge with a sophisticated transformation of the numerical values. However, unlike the word presented here, the validity of this transformation is demonstrated merely by visual inspection of plots (which might be misleading as can be seen below), instead of rigorous statistical tests.
Marinescu [28] take another perspective at setting threshold values, by correlating these with human judgment of design flaws such as "God Class", "Feature Envy" and "Shotgun Surgery". The methodology involved relies also on examining what might be called survival rate (between consecutive versions of the project), in attempt to asses the quality of judgment. Unfortunately, this work fails to recognize that the inferred thresholds might be distinct in different projects; in particular, this study revolves around a single project.
Another work that recognizes the need for setting threshold values is that of Capiluppi, Faria and Ramil [11] , where thresholds are based on rank. The use of rank is justified (rather implicitly) by the skewness of the distribution of metrics. This work however is concerned solely with one project.
A subsequent publication entitled "A model to predict anti-regressive effort in Open Source Software" by Capiluppi and Ramil [12] pays tribute to the stark variations between projects on which we dwell: The said work proposes a model for inferring anti-regressive work in the course of evolution of projects. The Capiluppi and Ramil "MGM" model uses intra-project rank of metric values as the main predictor. Further, it is implicitly argued that project are idiosyncratic in that the best predicting metric is project dependent. (We discuss the idiosyncraticity of projects in detail below in Sect. 3.)
Blondeau et al. " [10] take the following approach to variations between projects: A relatively large number of metrics is subjected into a Principle Component Analysis (PCA). PCA makes it possible to identify outliers and for finding an "adequate" way of weighing the projects. However, other than acknowledgment of this variance, their work is not relevant to ours for two reasons. Firstly, the metrics of Blondeau et al. are product-, not code-, metrics. Secondly, their metrics are not of individual modules, but of the entire project.
Nagappan, Ball and Zeller [32] used PCA to predict faults. The authors note that there is no subset of metrics that can be applied to all projects. Further, when trying to extrapolate PCA predictions from one project to the next, they had "mixed" results, admitting such extrapolation makes sense only for "similar" projects, but leaving open the question of how this similarity might be measured.
Later [41] , a larger scale experiment on the use of cross-project data for predicting postrelease defects suggested means for estimating such similarity. As before, one conclusion of the experiment was that raw values of code metrics are poor predictors in the cross-project setting. (The current research, in highlighting how the distributions of such metrics vary between projects, might be viewed as an explanation.) Similarity between projects could only be detected when using "compound" metrics. However, even when using these new set of metrics, similarity was found only in less than 4% of the cases.
The Idiosyncratic Context Presumption
The only previous publication that takes interest in the impact of "context" on metrics, is that of Zhang, Mockus, Zou, Khomh, and Hassan [40] . The authors report on a large scale empirical study, involving 320 open source software systems, whose aim was "to understand if the distributions of metrics do, in fact, vary with contexts.". Towards this end, the study first classifies software systems according to seven "context factors": application domain, programming language, age, lifespan, number of changes, and number of downloads, and then employs statistical analysis to evaluate the impact of these factors on the distribution of 39 code metrics.
There are several differences in terminology between this work and that of Zhang et al.: First, the term "code metric" is used by Zhang at al. to refer to three kinds of metrics: (i) project level metrics, such as "total number of files" which assign a single number to the entire project; (ii) method level metrics, such as "number of parameters", by which each method in each class is ranked; and (iii) class level metrics, such as "response for a class", applicable to each class in the project. Our study is concerned solely with class metrics, and the term "metric" is henceforth restricted to class level metrics.
Second, we use the term "context" or "project's context" here to include individual and idiosyncratic properties of the project. These individual properties are not necessarily related to the context factors studied by Zhang et alii.
We argue that the Zhang et al.'s study tacitly makes the assumption that distributions of the same metric in distinct projects should be similar, all other factors being equal.
To see this, we follow the same analysis of Zhang et al.'s study, but this time employing a nonsensical context factor: Definition. Red herring context factor. The red herring context factor of a software system named n is an integer h ∈ {0, 1, 2}, computed by h = s mod 3, where s is the sum of the ASCII values of the characters comprising n.
Specifically, as in Zhang et al.'s study, we use the h value to partition our set of software projects into three groups, and then we employ the Kruskal-Wallis statistical test, for each metric µ drawn from our suite of 20 metrics, to check whether the distributions of µ in the three groups are distinct. In accordance with the original empirical study, the input to the test are three distributions: D 0 (µ), D 1 (µ), and D 2 (µ), where D i (µ) is simply the union of the µ values in all projects whose h value is i.
The largest p value returned by the test is 0.0005 1 . In fact, in all but three metrics, the p value returned was lower than the smallest non-zero positive number represented by the system. Following the Zhang et al.'s line of reasoning leads to conclusion that the red herring context factor has its impact on all metrics in our suite.
The fault in the deduction can be explained by the idiosyncratic context presumption.
Definition. The idiosyncratic context presumption. The distribution of a code metric within a specific software system may be unique to that software system and may be unrelated to traditional "context factors".
By this presumption, two projects may be inherently distinct even if they appear to be the same being judged by the above seven "context factors" or other objective factors. Stated differently, the presumption is that differences between projects may be linked to non-objective and hard to measure factors such as dynamics of personal interactions among members of the development team.
If this presumption is true, then the collection of values in each D i (µ) depends on idiosyncratic properties of the projects whose h value happens to be i. Worse, since it is well known that the size of projects is long-tailed, it is likely that the majority of values in D i (µ) are drawn a small number of dominant projects 2 . Thus, the Kruskal-Wallis test applied to distributions D 0 (µ), D 1 (µ), and D 2 (µ) estimates the impact of idiosyncratic variation between dominant projects rather than the desired impact of the context factor.
We show that the distributions of values of code metric value are quite distinct, even for projects of similar profile. Thus, our results support the idiosyncratic context conjecture, and in this sense complement the work of Zhang et al. This support, together with the fallacy we demonstrated with the red herring conjecture, indeed casts doubt on some of the analysis carried out in Zhang et al.'s work, but stops short of invalidating them. The impact of contextual factors could be still demonstrated by subjecting the gathered empirical data to an analysis that accounts for variation in size and to the idiosyncratic context presumption.
Moreover, our results may contribute to future research of contextual factors by showing that the idiosyncratic properties of a project for any given metric can be reduced to the two parameters that define the LNS transformation. If this is done, then the method of analysis Zhang et al. employ for project level metrics may be applicable to class level code metrics, and perhaps even method level code metrics.
The Dataset
We shall be using the term "project" to denote a software artifact augmented with its revision history. Our dataset comprises twenty-six such projects, which are either full blown applications, libraries, or frameworks. Each project comprises a substantial number of software modules and is managed as a distinct project in a version control system. In the interest of brevity of presentation, we denote the projects by the capital letters of the Latin alphabet:
The process by which the projects were selected tried to eliminate niche projects and identify the profiles common to projects that make the "top lists" of open source repositories.
Specifically, the following criteria were applied in the making of the dataset: public availability, programming language uniformity, longevity, community of developers, non-meager development effort, and reasonable recency.
• Public Availability. For the sake of reproducibility, among other reasons, all projects are open-source. Moreover, we required that both the source and its history be available through a publicly accessible version management repository; specifically all projects were drawn from two well-known repositories: GitHub 3 and Google Code 4 .
• Programming Language Uniformity. • Longevity. The duration of recorded project evolution is at least a year.
• Community of Developers. The software development involved at least ten authors.
• Non-Meager Development Effort. At least 100 files were added during the history of each project, and at least 300 commit operations were performed. (Observe that even the smallest projects in the table are in the same order of magnitude as that of the entire data set used in seminal work of Abreu, Goulão, and Esteves [16] on the "MOOD" metric set.)
• Reasonable Recency. Project is in active development (most recent change was no longer than a year ago 6 ).
In selecting projects for our dataset, we scanned-in no particular order or priority-the JAVA projects in GitHub's Trending repositories 7 and the list provided by the GitHub JAVA Project due to Charles and Allamanis [6] 8 , selecting projects that match the above criteria. Tab. 1 supplies the essential characteristics of the dataset. The first table's column is the project's ID (in the range 'A'-'Z'), while the second is the name by which it is known in its respective public repository. The dataset constitutes all publicly available versions of each of the projects, as specified in the next three table columns: date of first and last commit operations, and the number of days between these two operations. We see that overall, our dataset traces more than a century of software development. The penultimate column of Table 1 teaches that we follow the behavior of circa 2,000 software engineers.
Each git commit includes a SHA-1 [17] hash value to identify it. The identifier of the last commit in the repository is listed in the last column for reproducibility.
The second column of Tab. 2 shows the number of repository commits. A file commit is an addition of a new file or a modification of an existing file, and is distinguished from a repository commit (of GIT, SVN, etc.). A single repository commit may include commits of more than one file or none at all (e.g., file deletions).
Our study concerned only .java files embodying JAVA classes; source files offering a JAVA interface as well package-info.java files were ignored.
The third column of Tab. 2 notes the total number of inspected files in each project, while the next three columns show that, while the public repositories not always keep trace of the full development history the project, they still record the bulk of the development 9 . The penultimate column shows the median number of commits per file. This number indicates that most files are changed multiple times in their respective repositories. The last column notes the maximum number of commits for a given file. As evident, this number can be very large, even in the smaller projects.
Recall that a single file may change often during the lifetime of a project; in fact, it is not uncommon for files to be modified hundreds of times. To avoid introducing a bias for files which have been modified several times, while still reflecting the evolution, the metric value for a given file is computed by averaging across all its values across all its versions in the project. 
The Metrics Suite
Hundreds of code metrics are discussed in the literature [3, 19, 26] . We restrict ourselves to module level metrics, i.e., metrics pertaining to individual classes (rather than to an entire project, packages or individual methods). Our suite includes a sample of the most common module metrics, some variants of these, and a number of newly introduced metrics:
The Chidamber & Kemerer metrics [2] CBO, DIT, NOC, RFC and the WMC metric. The variant used for weighting methods for WMC is a count of the number of the tokens present in a methods. Metric NOM (Number of Methods) represents another variant of WMC, in which all methods receive the weight of 1.
Class metrics: In addition to NOM, we employ NIV (Number of Instance Variables), MTE (Mutability (Explicit)-number of non-final instance fields), CON (Constructor Count). The CHAM (Chameleonicity) metric we introduce here also belongs in this group; it is defined as the maximum, over all methods of the number of polymorphic variables accessed by the method. 10 Size metrics: LOC (Lines of Code), as well as NOT (Number of Tokens) and NOS (Number of Statements) 11 . Comment metrics: Comment lines are counted in LOC, but the suite include two more specific metrics: ABC (Alpha betical Comment Character Count) and CCC (Comment Characters Count). Both are computed on all line-, block-, and JAVAdoc-comments, with the exclusion of comments occurring before the package declaration, as these are typically boilerplate. The reason for excluding of non-alphabetical characters (punctuation and the such) in ABC is the practice, witnessed in our dataset, of using these for embellishing comments.
Regularity metrics: It was suggested (e.g., by Jbara and Feitelson [25] ) that regularity is a better predictor of maintainability than size. The suite therefore includes metric LZW (Regularity (Lempel-Ziv-Welch compression)), defines as the number of compressed tokens after applying the LZW compression algorithm [42] to the tokens of a class. Another regularity metric is GZIP (Regularity (GZIP compression)), the number of bytes in the GZip [15] compressed byte-stream of the class's source code.
Flow complexity metrics: First of these is MCC, the famous McCabe [29] Cyclomatic Complexity. We also use a simpler variant, MCCS, which ignores lazy circuit evaluation.s A newly introduced metrics is also present in this group: HOR (Horizontal complexity), which is similar to NOS except that in the statements count, each statement is weighted by the number of control structures (if, while, etc.) that surround it. 12 For easy reference the metrics comprising our suite are summarized in Tab. 3. (The "Classic" column is somewhat subjective, expressing our personal perspective on how entrenched the metric is.)
Comparing our method suite with that of Zhang et al. [40] , ours is limited to file/classlevel metrics, while Zhang et al. also investigate project-level and method-level metrics. In contrast, the suite employed in this work introduces a number of new metrics, including chameleonicity-the number of polymorphic variables in the code-and code regularity, first proposed by Jbara and Feitelson [25] .
Comparing Distributions of Metric Values
In this section, we make a (partial) visual comparison of the distribution of the same metric in different projects. The plots here are meant to demonstrate that, although judgement of the visual data presented in the plots might be subjective, we believe that the data indicate context bias. For the sake of comparability, the values of all metrics were normalized such that the range of different metrics is somewhat similar. Firstly, that the similarity between the distributions is not great, and secondly, that precise statistical tests should be employed. Fig. 1 depicts the probability distributions of metrics in our suite. For each metric, the probability density functions of the distribution of its values in each of the projects are plotted together under a log-log scale of the axis. Evidently the PDFs are noisy, although it is hard to argue that any two such distributions of values are due to the same common PDFs. Fig. 2 depicts the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of the metrics in our suite. Given a random continuous variable x ∈ R with its probability density function PDF(x), function CCDF is defined by CCDF(y) = 1 − y −∞ PDF(x)dx. It holds that CCDF(y) = P (x ≥ y). Comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. 2 , we see that (as expected) the mathematical integration carried out by the CCDF significantly reduces noise. This smoothing also highlights the fact that although the distributions are close, they are distinct, and it is difficult to believe that they are all due to a single, omnipresent distribution inherent to this metric, which does not depend on the actual project.
The CCDF plots in each of the X/Y graphs of Fig. 2 may look "quite similar" to some readers and "quite distinct" to others. To set a baseline for comparison, we introduce yet another "metric", which uses the value of the cryptographic SHA-1 [17] function of the source code. Specifically, metric SHA-1 is defined as the lower 8 bits of the hash code. Obviously, SHA-1 demonstrates an almost uniform distribution in the range of [0, 255]. Deviations between the distributions of SHA-1 in distinct projects, is due only to statistical noise.
To visually compare the closeness of distributions of a "real" metric such as NOT with that of SHA-1, we need to draw these on the same scale. To this end, we employ a linear, same-scale transformation, defined by the following property:
The median value of the metric is 0.5, while its decile value of the metric is 0.1, i.e., 10% of the transformed metric value are in the range (0, 0.1), 40% are in the range (0.1, 0.5) and the remaining 50% in the range (0.5, ∞). Comparing the closeness of the curves in each of the X/Y graphs in Fig. 2 with that of Fig. 3 (while observing that the X-range and the Y -range are identical in all of these), we can conclude that the deviation of the variety of distributions of the same metric in distinct projects cannot be explained by statistical noise.
Statistical-Tests
This section applies statistical reasoning to verify the suggestion raised by the visual inspection of sample of figures sample of the previous section, i.e., that: "the same metric tends Figure 2 -CCDF of the distributions of selected metrics in all projects. The mathematical integration significantly reduced the noise levels of the PDF metrics. There is clear difference between metrics in different projects.
to distribute in distinct manners in different projects". Concretely, we shall observe that for each metric µ, the multi-sets of values that µ assumes in the projects, µ A , µ B ,. . . , µ Z , appear as if they are drawn from distinct distributions, and search for metrics' transformation to eliminate this predicament. Sect. 7.1 provides a brief reminder of the U -test, which we employ for statistically measuring the similarity of two multi-sets. Sect. 7.2 then discusses our "similarity measure", designed for dealing with more than two multi-sets and confirms the suggestion that the distributions of the plain metrics are indeed distinct in distinct projects. In Sect. 7.3 we define "rank transformation" and show that it is "normalizing" in the sense that after applying it to Figure 3 -CCDF of the SHA metric. This plot is an example of a metric that behaves exactly the same in each project (most) metrics, their distributions in distinct projects become similar. Other candidates for normalizing transformations are the subject of Sect. 7.4. Finally, Sect. 7.6 reflects on the search for normalizing transformations arguing that it is more difficult when the entropy of metric distribution is small.
The U -Test
As evident from the figures of the previous section, the distribution of metrics does not make a simple Gaussian, which suggests we should employ a non-parametric test. We will use the U -test in our analysis 13 . Just like the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, the U -test is non-parametric in the sense that it ignores the magnitude of values. Also, just like the K-S test, and unlike the χ 2 -test, the U -test is ordinal: even though magnitude is ignored, the test uses the relative ordering of the values. Consequently, statistical preserving transformations applied to both D A and D B are transparent to the test.
Recall that the input to a U -test is a pair of two multi-sets of numbers: D
The U -test is preferred over K-S in the case of software metrics, because it is better suited to discrete distributions where repetitions are the norm, not the exception.
Comparing Multiple Sets
How should we quantify statistical similarity between more than two multi-sets? A fundamental difficulty is that statistical tests can never prove similarity; all they can do is disprove it. Another issue is that the generalization of the U -test for more than two samples, i.e., the Kruskal-Wallis test invalidates the null hypothesis even if only one multi-set is drawn from a distribution distinct to that of the others.
Instead, we propose to apply a U -test to each pair of multi-sets. Specifically, for a given metric µ, we apply a U -test to each of the 325 unordered pairs: µ i , µ j ∈ {µ A , µ B , . . . , µ Z } for all integers: 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 26. Let s be the percentage of pairs in which the null hypothesis is not rejected, i.e.,
where C is the collection of all projects and µ i ∈ C is the distribution of metric µ in the i th project. We shall use s(µ) as a measure of the similarity of the distributions of µ in the different projects: If s(µ) = 100%, then the U test is unable to distinguish between any of the distributions of µ in the constituents of C.
Note that although we perform multiple statistical tests, the Bonferroni correction is not applicable here. We do not seek the few individual cases in which the null hypothesis is rejected. Actually, confidence in the desired conclusion is increased by the opposite case in which the null-hypothesis is not rejected by the majority of comparisons. However, the confidence behind the Bonferroni correction is still applicable in the following sense: if significance level is set at 0.05, then confidence in the conclusion is not reduced if the null hypothesis is rejected in as many as 5% of the cases.
Values of s(µ) for all µ in our suite, are shown in Tab. 4. For now, concentrate only on the first and the third table's columns-showing metric's name and the value of this measure, respectively. Subsequent columns show the values of s(Φ(µ)) for a variety of transformation functions Φ; these are discussed below in Sect. 7.3 and Sect. 7.4.
To appreciate the numbers in the table, if it is the case that a metric is distributed in the same manner in all projects, then the similarity-measure is expected to be in the range of 95% to 100%, depending on the conservativeness of the U -test.
In case there are two, equally popular, distinct distributions, this expectation drops to about 52.5%; in the case there are ten such distributions, to about 10%.
We set the threshold at 75%, considering a set of distributions as "similar" when the measure exceeds this level. This threshold means that the number of different distributions, normalized by their frequency, is somewhere between one and two.
For example, the third column in the LOC row shows that 13% of the projects pairs did not reject the null hypothesis. This measure value can be interpreted as:
Choose two projects at random. Then, in six out of seven cases, values of the lines-of-code metric in one project are going to be noticeably greater than those found in the other project.
We see that even the popular LOC metric is sensitive enough to what might be called context bias, i.e., that metric values found in one project are largely irrelevant to another project.
Examining the third column, we see that LOC is not unique among its peers. The low measure value characterizes all metrics in our suite. Thus, a grasp on the distribution of values of any metric in one project is highly unlikely to be useful for another project.
Metric Normalization
This section affirms that the context bias can be neutralized for most metrics in our suite. Consider the right-most column of Tab. 4. This column is similar to third column explained above, except that the depicted values are with respect to the "rank-normalized" metric. Rank normalization transforms the i th largest metric value into (i − 1)/n, where n is the total number of distinct values that the metric assumes. Therefore, rank normalization converts any discrete distribution to a discrete approximation of the uniform distribution in the range [0, 1] .
The U -test should judge any two rank-normalized discrete distributions as being the same, except when the approximation of the uniform distribution is poor, which happens if n is small or if there is a bias in repetition of values. Table 4 -Similarity measure of the distributions in the projects of plain and normalized metric values (Measure defined as the percentage of projects pairs that do not reject the "same distribution" hypothesis at significance level ≤ 0.95). Values above 75% are considered "similar". All metrics initially exhibit low similarity. Using rank normalization or log-normal-standardizationmanages to eliminate context bias in most of the metrics. A case in point is the value of 40% in the MCC row of this column. The judgment of the U test is that the distribution of the rank normalized MCC in two projects i, j, i¬j is distinct in 60% of all such pairs. The explanation is that the number of values that MCC assumes is small and repetitions of these values shows different bias in distinct projects.
The last column is an approximate upper bound on the score of similarity that can be achieved with any transformation. Eleven out of the fourteen metrics scored more than 80% in the similarity scale; seven metrics even scored a perfect 100%. Figure 4 -Cumulative Complementary Density Function of the distribution of selected metrics in our projects, after applying rank normalization. The difference between the metric on the left, which still exhibits context bias, and the metric on the right, which no longer does, is clearly evident. Fig. 4 depicts the CCDF of the distributions of two selected metrics in all projects. To appreciate the visual information carried by the figure, recall that in the absence of repetitions, rank normalization makes the best discrete approximation of the uniform distribution and that this approximation is not subject to statistical noise. Thus, in metric NOT where the set of values is large and repetitions are scarce, the closeness of the curves is even better than that of SHA-1 (Fig. 3) . We do expect such a behavior in, e.g., metric NOC where the relatively small discrete range forces many repetitions. Even with plot smoothing, the curves in the left hand side of Fig. 4 look much farther away than in Fig. 3 .
From the two figures and Tab. 4, we conclude that the rank normalized value of a metric largely eliminates context bias. Rank normalization is a useful pre-processing stage when values of a metric in one project are mixed with values drawn from another project or conclusions drawn based on one project are to be applied to another. Its major drawback is in being irreversible, i.e., it is impossible to retrieve the original values after using it.
Investigating Context Bias
We proceed in our attempts to identify the means to eliminate "context bias". Various "normalization" functions are applied to the metric values prior to the computation of the similarity measure. The results are presented in the inner columns of Tab. 4.
Consider for example, the fourth column showing the similarity measure computed by dividing the metric value by the standard deviation of the project from which the value was drawn. This column tests the hypothesis that projects differ only by their standard deviation. The low similarity measure values found in this column indicate that this is not a worthy pre-processing state.
Similarly, the two subsequent columns test the conjecture that subtracting the mean eliminates the context bias and that by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation also eliminates context bias. Other than isolated the high similarities for metrics CBO, the generally low measure values under these two columns lead us to eliminate the possibility that the mean or the standard deviations capture context bias.
log-Normal-Standardization
The next three columns follow the recommendation proposed by Cohen & Gil [39] to consider the logarithm of the metric values. As witnessed by the larger similarity measures in these three columns, this recommendation is a promising direction. In fact, the penultimate column of Tab. 4 rivals its ultimate column. This rivalry suggests that the effects of the context bias are limited to scaling (by the standard deviation) and shifting (by the negative of the mean) in the logarithmic scale. We call the penultimate normalization the log-normalstandardization (LNS). The name is not to imply that the metrics follow a log-normal distribution. In fact, the Shapiro-Wilk test rejects the log-normal null hypothesis for the vast majority of the selection of a metric and a project pair. It is rather in suggestion to the standard score for normal distributions.
The CCDF plots of some of the metrics, after being subjected to LNS, are depicted in Fig. 5 14 . The actual curves were subjected to same-scale transformation (see Sect. 6) to allow visual comparison with Fig. 3 . Obviously, curves in each of the X/Y graphs of Fig. 5 are not overwhelmingly more distant than in Fig. 3 . Moreover, each of the X/Y graphs of (Fig. 3 ).
Yet, we are compelled to draw attention to the curves associated with the NOC metric. As can be seen in Tab. 4, both rank and LNS fail to make the distributions of NOC to be as close as curves in other metrics. The raggedness of the curves in Fig. 5 associated to this metric is explained by this failure, which, in turn, might be explained by the relatively small number of values that NOC typically assumes.
Median-Based Normalization
Since the U test is non-parametric, better normalization results might be obtained by replacing the mean and standard deviation statistics with the median and median absolute deviation (MAD), respectively. The results of these normalizations are aggregated in Tab. 5.
Consider the fifth column in Tab. 5, which is analogue to the standard normalization in Tab. 4 (the sixth column). The results of this column, as summarized in the last 6 rows of each table, are much higher. However, inspecting the last column of Tab. 5, we see that not only was the log transformation less beneficial than it was in Tab. 4, but the results are actually poorer. We conclude that this direction is not preferable to either rank or LNS.
The Effects of Low Entropy on Metric Normalization
We turn our attention to the metrics that we could not normalize. One metric in which the similarity measure is low, even after rank normalization, is easy to explain. It was shown [20] that the average number of constructors in a class is slightly greater than one. Subsequently, the variety (measured, e.g., by the entropy of the distribution) of values of CON must be small. Consider now a typical case where in one project 60% (say) of all classes have one constructor, while this ratio is 70% in another project. Then, the discrete nature of the rank function makes it impossible to apply an order preserving, non-collapsing, transformation under which this gap can be explained as statistical noise about some common distribution. The above deduction may also be applicable to other metrics, e.g., NIV and NOC. Log(ABC3) Figure 5 -Cumulative Complementary Density Function of the distribution of selected metrics in our projects, after using the log-normal-standardization. For some metrics, e.g., NOT, the context bias has been greatly reduced, while for some, e.g., DIT, it didn't.
This points us towards finding a commonality between those metrics. We hypothesize that metrics that exhibit only small variation in values would be more resistant to normalizations. One way of measuring the variation in values is measuring the information theoretical entropy [36] of the set of metric values in the unified project 15 . Given a metric value µ, the entropy of µ's values is defined as: − v∈V P (v) · log 2 P (v), where V is the set of all values and P (v) is the relative frequency of a given value v. A possible interpretation of entropy is 15 The unified project is made up from all classes in all projects in our dataset the expected number of bits needed to specify a value. By observing the second column of Tab. 4, we conclude that all of the metrics that we could not normalize have low entropy.
Threats to Validity
1. Dataset Selection. Sect. 4 outlined our methods for selecting the dataset. As it is invariably the case with empirical research, our selection involves many arbitrary decisions: the specific number of projects, the repositories from which these are drawn, our adequacy criteria and the particular threshold levels for each of these, etc.
Perturbing any of these decisions, even slightly, shall alter the dataset under inspection. The numbers in the tables above will then change as well. Perturbations here, as in all empirical studies, may invalidate the results. This technical threat to validity is no different than in other works of this sort. Moreover, in targeting mainstream projects from a mainstream programming language, our conclusions should be useful in a wide array of domains at least as baseline for comparison.
Conversely, a justification for this particular selections employs the perspective of a software engineer appreciating the values of the code metrics in his current project: Past projects-carried out in the same store and under controlled development environment [33] -are the ideal baseline for comparison. However, experience indicates [21] that such previous data is rarely available. Our engineer may then turn to using data gathered in "similar" projects. We argue that our selection process is sufficiently similar to that of a "reasonable" engineer, to advise against the plain use of the code metrics, and to recommend the LNS process.
2. The Metrics Suite. We cannot claim that our suite is definitive; but, we do suggest that it is sufficiently representative to cast a doubt on un-normalized uses of code metrics. Also, it should be clear that rank-normalization is applicable to any metric with sufficiently large entropy. Partial extrapolation to method-level metrics can be made relying on data found in the literature [9, 39] , showing that the distributions of many of these is Pareto or log-normal.
3. Concentrating on Open Source Software. Does our decision to concentrate on opensource software raise a threat to validity? Obviously, caution must be exercised before extrapolating to software developed in a closed-source setting. Yet, we argue that this extrapolation makes our conclusions even more likely to be true. To see this, consider two projects drawn from distinct closed-source stores. The separate and sometimes secretive nature of non-free software development is likely to make these projects even more "different". (Clearly, the threat to validity is in effect when comparing projects of the same factory.)
4. The Sole Use of JAVA Projects. Would one expect the results to be valid in other programming languages? We cannot offer a definite answer here. On the one hand, none of our research methods or metrics were unique to JAVA. On the other, we know that coding style (e.g., typical method and module length) varies greatly between languages. Consider, for example, the tendency of SMALLTALK [1] methods to be terse, or, the habit of C++ [5] programmers to place several classes in a single compilation unit, in contrast to JAVA's idiom of one class in each compilation unit. It remains to determine whether these style differences affect context bias.
5. Correlation vs. Causation. The famous "correlation vs. causation" trap exists in almost every statistical study. In our case though, it takes a different shape, because our conclusion relies on demonstrating "non-correlation" rather than "correlation". An (apparent) fallacy in our line of reasoning can be phrased as:
It is obvious that some software artifacts are more complex, buggy, risky, etc., than others. Therefore, with the belief that code metrics predict complexity (bugginess, risk-factor, etc.) we should expect each artifact to exhibit its own bias of code metrics. Context bias is hence nothing more than a paler reflection of the inherent variation in artifacts' complexity.
We suggest that this devil-advocating claim be rejected outright. Suppose to the contrary that correlation between internal and external metrics is indeed so profound to make the above claim true. Now, it would be relatively easy to measure external qualities of software projects (rather than individual modules) using such internal metrics.
Then, it is highly unlikely that such a correlation would never have been detected by the research community.
Discussion
The suspicion of the existence of context bias raised by the PDF and CCDF plots of Sect. 6, and fed by the general belief that "every software project is different", was confirmed in Sect. 7:
For all metrics we examined, we found that the distribution of the metric value in one software artifact yields, with high probability, a biased judgement of the values in another such artifact.
Bluntly, the code metric values, when inspected out of context, mean nothing. As noted above in Sect. 3, we do not go as much as studying the impact of criteria such as host, size, and recency on projects' similarity. However, we do show that a study of this sort is at risk to lead to fallacies unless caution is exercised to account for the idiosyncratic context presumption.
Our work is applicable to research of ties between internal and external properties: for this research to be of general value, it cannot concentrate on artifacts developed in a single controlled environment. We also argue that LNS (or rank-normalization) should be applied prior to merging data collected in such research.
Sect. 7 also substantiates other claims made in Sect. 1: rank normalization, obtained by re-scaling the ordinal rank into the [0, 1] range, removes the context-bias of the majority of metrics. We also learned that most of the context bias is captured by two factors: the mean and the standard deviation of the logarithm of-rather than the plain version of-the metric values. Using LNS is preferable because it is reversible.
Overall, we have shown that the plain, un-corrected value of a software metric is unlikely to predict external qualities of software. The major research question that this research leaves open is whether corrected values can be correlated with such external qualities.
Other directions for further research may include:
• Impact of Entropy. We have shown that while we could not neutralize the context bias in all of the metrics, the values of those metrics also exhibit smaller entropy. Further research may provide better insight into the relationship of entropy and software metrics.
• Use of Average Metric Value. Software artifacts are never stagnate; so are the modules that constitute the artifact. Previous work on software metrics tends to ignore this fact, measuring the code metrics of modules in a snapshot of the enclosing artifact, usually on the most recently available snapshot.
Our work is different in that the value assigned to a code metric of a certain module is computed by averaging this metric's value across all versions of this module. We argue that this makes the results more robust.
Repeating the analysis and considering only the latest snapshot, the context bias was even more apparent, because the entropy of the metric values actually decreases. Consider, for example, the NOC metric: by default, its set of values is very limited (as discussed in Sect. 7). However, when averaging these value across several files, they are no longer necessarily integers. Hence, the set of values increases greatly.
• Using the U -Test. The null hypothesis standing trial by the U -test is that values in one distribution are neither greater nor lesser than the other. Therefore, the high-percentage values, reaching 100% in the last column Tab. 4, are a bit misleading. These ratios do not mean that the distributions in different project of a certain metric value are the same (as far as the test can detect). To show that the distribution are the "same", future research may need to employ the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test.
